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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the
light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye
walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days
are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:

Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of
guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
2Peter 3:7 But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in
store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.
2Pe 3:8 But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as
a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.
2Pe 3:9 The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness;
but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance.
2Pe 3:10 But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent
heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up.
2Pe 3:11 Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons
ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness,
2Pe 3:12 Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the
heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent
heat?
2Pe 3:13 Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
FEMA & THE CDC ACTIVATE THE EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM TO ANNOUNCE
REAL GLOBAL PANDEMIC
Play to 9:34: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dadbDx4F7G0#t=822
Centers for Disease Control just released this statement: "The reemergence of the H7N9
virus and transmission among people in the United States remains a possibility, and if that
occurs in the fall of 2013, the U.S. health care system is likely to be overwhelmed"
http://pissinontheroses.blogspot.com/2013/09/cdc-says-us-health-care-system-is.html

FEMA Region 3 Emergency Update: Major Preparations Are Happening Now
Play to 1:40:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6zrKyz5Gzk#t=99
Unbelievably Massive New NSA Revelation In
Tomorrow's New York Times
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdg7xfSkqQ

++Feds Fight to Stop Christian Baptisms While Installing Islamic Foot Baths all over
the Country
By Onan Coca / 2 September 2013--Starnes of Fox News online brings us some harrowing
stories of government oppression of Christians, here in our own backyards. In a recent article
he discussed the problems some churches in Missouri were having with the federal
government. Apparently, the Feds don't like watching Christians baptize converts.
The Federal Government continued its fight against Christians recently as they worked to
stop Missouri Christians from baptizing in "public" waters. The National Park Service recently
began requiring churches to obtain special use permits in order to baptize converts in public
waters. The National Park Service (NPS) also began requiring these churches that wanted to
baptize to give the NPS notice of their plans forty-eight hours in advance. To make sure that
they churches didn’t try and skirt the rules
the NPS even brought in boulders and large
rocks to place along the path so that the
churches couldn’t drive up their elderly
congregants to observe the baptisms.
Just a few weeks ago, in the town of Olympia in
Washington State, a church was denied a
permit to have their baptisms in Heritage
parks. What reason could the state have
possible given for telling citizens they
couldn’t gather in a public area? The Attorney
General said that partaking in a religious sacrament on public property was a violation
of the state constitution.
The same thing happened to a congregation in Miami, Florida back in 2011, when their
baptism service was shut down by lifeguards on a Miami beach.
Meanwhile, all across our nation the federal government
is teaming up with smaller public entities to
accommodate the views and beliefs of American
Muslims. Universities across the country have spent
thousands of dollars installing foot baths for Muslim
student to use before their daily prayers. The University
of Michigan spent $25,000 on it’s own to install these
foot baths on their Dearborn, MI campus.
Several airports have used public funds to provide foot
washing basins to Islamic taxi drivers, with one airport
even providing prayer rugs! In San Francisco’s
International Airport officials used hard earned tax
dollars to build a place of worship for their Muslim
employees.
While the Muslim community in America may get
whatever they want from the federal government, local
Christian communities have to beg, plead, pray.
Fortunately for our brothers and sisters in Missouri their local Congressman, Rep. Jason
Smith, stepped in and provided them with the necessary support to get the NPS to back
down and rescind their policies. Missouri Christians can once again use the “public waters”
freely.

Todd Starnes fittingly reminds us of what John Adams once wrote: “Nothing is more dreaded
than the national government meddling with religion.”
http://eaglerising.com/1549/feds-fight-stop-baptisms/#mpcCGEl3gdFgzTfY.99
You Won't Believe What the National Parks Services are Praising Islam For: Its
contribution to women's rights!!
This is incredible, absolutely mind blowing, but seeing is believing. The National Parks
Service has made videos praising Islam for its contribution to women's rights. That's
right. This is the very same Islam that allows gang rape, genital mutilation, honor
killings and children & babies to marry middle age men. Is this a deliberate omission of
the truth? Of course.
This is the outrageous propaganda machine at work
within the National Parks Service. Shamelessly using
children to argue that Islam, the religion of nothing
but lies, murder, torture and deceit, advocates
women's rights is as accurate as Hitler being touted
as an advocate for Jewish rights. It's a total
fabrication invented by deliberate deceivers.
What is the motive for the National Parks Service to
put out such videos? With the service facing
sequestration and cut, this just might be a way for
the parks service to get money. And it's coming out
of taxpayers' wallets. Prop up Islam as the religion
dedicated to the rights of women and reap financial
benefits.
Says one student on camera: “People think that Islam
oppresses women and there’s no equality, but they’re wrong – there’s equity ..."
There is no equality. This is a child speaking. Just this past week, an eight year old girl
died of internal injuries on her wedding night in Yemen. A baby, and the groom was 40.
This is an outrage, an absolute disgrace. The man who violated her should be put to
death for this. And the "religion" devoted to women's rights should be directly held
accountable for such an atrocity.
A child forced into marriage before she's old enough to menstruate is most definite proof that
Muslim savages value women. This is outrageous.
Comment: Now hold on. This demon possessed Islamic pedophile was only following
in the footsteps of his master the “Prophet Mohammad” who started this black death
cult. See:
Aisha: The Child Bride of Muhammad
The thought of an old man becoming intimate being with a child is beyond disturbing. The
only name for that is pedophilia – one of the most despicable crimes imaginable.
All humans, including animals, are protective of children. A child’s cry for help, any child,
even the child of other species, arouses tenderness in most animals. Comment: What does
this say about the parents who give their daughters up to these Muslim slime bags!!!
Pedophiles are amongst the sickest people because they violate the trust of children.
It is hard to believe that the prophet of Islam, the man literally worshipped and emulated by
over a billion benighted souls was indeed a despicable pedophile.
Muhammad married Aisha when she was 6-years-old and consummated his
“marriage” ( raped her) when she was nine. He was then, 54 years old.
The evidence is overwhelming, it is reported by Aisha in dozens of hadiths and Muslims
never questioned it up until now that people have started raising an eyebrow.

Let it be clear that Muslims are not ashamed of the fact that their prophet was a
pedophile. They themselves have practiced this heinous act for over a thousand year
and many of them are still doing it. They are only embarrassed that the world is
questioning them for it. But the proof is overwhelming.
Sahih Muslim Book 008, Number 3310:
‘A’isha (Allah be pleased with her) reported: Allah’s Apostle (may peace be upon
him) married me when I was six years old, and I was admitted to his house when I was
nine years old.
Sahih Bukhari Volume 7, Book 62, Number 64
Narrated ‘Aisha:
that the Prophet married her when she was six years old and he consummated his
marriage when she was nine years old, and then she remained with him for nine years
(i.e., till his death).
Sahih Bukhari Volume 7, Book 62, Number 65
Narrated ‘Aisha:
that the Prophet married her when she was six years old and he consummated his marriage
when she was nine years old. Hisham said: I have been informed that ‘Aisha remained with
the Prophet for nine years (i.e. till his death).” what you know of the Quran (by heart)’
Sahih Bukhari Volume 7, Book 62, Number 88
Narrated ‘Ursa:
The Prophet wrote the (marriage contract) with ‘Aisha while she was six years old and
consummated his marriage with her while she was nine years old and she remained with him
for nine years (i.e. till his death).
Back to the report:
And what about gang rape and genital mutilations?
Late in June, British media reported that Suhair Al-Ba'ta, an Egyptian girl aged 13, died
during an FGM "operation." She reportedly perished from blood loss while subjected to FGM
in a village north of Cairo. The latest terrible "death by FGM" of a girl in early adolescence
provoked widespread outrage at the practice. Disregarding public opinion, representatives of
the Muslim Brotherhood, according to the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), defended
FGM as "Islamic."
This is nothing short of barbaric. The scope of abuse is unfathomable. In June, six Muslim
men received community service for gang raping a 15 year old Swedish girl. And this
occurred in a Western country that is obviously being taken over by the barbarians. Just like
we are in the United States.
The National Parks service is working overtime to "convince" gullible people that
Islam is a leader in women's rights. It's deplorable. Gang rapes, honor killings, and
atrocious stories of abuse are found coming from all parts of the world. And they have
one thing in common: Islam.
Is the National Parks Service getting money for this via the federal government?
Surely. Just like Planned Parenthood receives taxpayer money, so is the National Park
Service. We just don't see it all first hand, but it's happening.
The National Parks Service has also made inroads promoting "marriage rights" for The LGBT
population. So their uproarious support of Islam's women's rights is hardly surprising. Lies are
lies and when told enough, people start believing them.
On one of these National Parks Islamic propaganda videos a Muslim woman states: “Islam
gave women a whole bunch of rights that Western women acquired later in the 19th
and 20th centuries and we’ve had these rights since the 7th century A.D. and it’s just
not acknowledged worldwide,” the woman continued. “Islam within itself, Islam itself
means peace,” proclaims another individual.

Islam is peace is the biggest lie of all. But most sheep will just take it in and nod in
agreement.
Read more: http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/09/national-parks-service-videos-praise-islamfor-what/#ixzz2fa8q58jI
Report: Tunisian Girls Are Coming Home Pregnant After Performing 'Sexual Jihad' In
Syria
By Paul Szoldra | Business Insider – Sat, Sep 21,
2013--REUTERS/Asmaa Waguih
A number of girls from Tunisia have become pregnant
after traveling to Syria to participate in "sexual jihad,"
according to Lotfi Bin Jeddo, Tunisia's Interior Minister.
The girls “are (sexually) swapped between 20, 30,
and 100 rebels and they come back bearing the
fruit of sexual contacts in the name of sexual jihad
and we are silent doing nothing and standing idle,”
"After the sexual liaisons they have there in the name
of 'jihad al-nikah' - (sexual holy war, in Arabic) - they
come home pregnant,"
He did not elaborate on how many Tunisian women had returned to the country pregnant with
the children of jihadist fighters.
Jihad al-nikah, permitting extramarital sexual relations with multiple partners, is considered by
some hardline Sunni Muslim Salafists as a legitimate form of holy war.
Jeddo also said his ministry had taken a number of steps to stem the flow of Tunisians
travelling to Syria.
Tunisia's former Mufti (the country's highest religious official) warned earlier this year that 13
Tunisian girls "were fooled" into travelling to Syria to offer sexual services for the rebels. He
described the practice as a form of “prostitution.”
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/tunisian-girls-coming-home-pregnant-233735013.html
Syrian woman sets her and her 4 daughters on fire after being gang raped in Turkey
camp
Recent reports indicate that rape and sexual abuse are rampant in many camps set up
in Turkey for Syrian refugees
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kla-ZjWWfQk
This was written by a woman born in Egypt as a Muslim—The Joys of Muslim Women
By Nonie Darwish
In the Muslim faith a Muslim man can marry a child as young as 1 year old and have
sexual intimacy with this child. Consummating the marriage by 9.
The dowry is given to the family in exchange for the woman (who becomes his slave)
and for the purchase of the private parts of the woman, to use her as a toy.
Even though a woman is abused she cannot obtain a divorce.
To prove rape, the woman must have (4) male witnesses.
Often after a woman has been raped, she is returned to her family and the family must
return the dowry. The family has the right to execute her (an honor killing) to restore
the honor of the family. Husbands can beat their wives 'at will' and he does not have to
say why he has beaten her.
The husband is permitted to have (4 wives) and a temporary wife for an hour
(prostitute) at his discretion.

The Shariah Muslim law controls the private as well as the public life of the woman.
In the Western World (Canada, Australia, United States and Britain ) Muslim men are starting
to demand Shariah Law so the wife cannot obtain a divorce and he can have full and
complete control of her. It is amazing and alarming how many of our sisters and daughters
attending American, Canadian, Universities and British Universities are now marrying Muslim
men and submitting themselves and their children unsuspectingly to the Shariah law.
By passing this on, enlightened Canadian, Australians, American and British women may
avoid becoming a slave under Shariah Law.
Author and lecturer Nonie Darwish says the goal of radical Islamists is to impose Shariah law
on the world, ripping Western law and liberty in two.
She recently authored the book, Cruel and Usual Punishment: The Terrifying Global
Implications of Islamic Law. Darwish was born in Cairo and spent her childhood in Egypt
and Gaza before immigrating to America in 1978, when she was eight years old. Her father
died while leading covert attacks on Israel. He was a high-ranking Egyptian military officer
stationed with his family in Gaza ...
When he died, he was considered a "shahid," a martyr for jihad. His posthumous status
earned Nonie and her family an elevated position in Muslim society..
But Darwish developed a skeptical eye at an early age. She questioned her own Muslim
culture and upbringing.. She converted to Christianity after hearing a Christian preacher on
television.
In her latest book, Darwish warns about creeping shariah law - what it is, what it means, and
how it is manifested in Islamic countries.
For the West, she says radical Islamists are working to impose sharia on the world. If that
happens, Western civilization will be destroyed. Westerners generally assume all religions
encourage a respect for the dignity of each individual.. Islamic law (Sharia) teaches that nonMuslims should be subjugated or killed.
While Westerners tend to think that all religions encourage some form of the golden rule,
Shariah teaches two systems of ethics - one for Muslims and another for non-Muslims.
Building on tribal practices of the seventh century, Shariah encourages the side of humanity
that wants to take from and subjugate others..
While Westerners tend to think in terms of religious people developing a personal
understanding of and relationship with God, Shariah advocates executing people who ask
difficult questions that could be interpreted as criticism
It's hard to imagine, that in this day and age, Islamic scholars agree that those who criticize
Islam or choose to stop being Muslim should be executed. Darwish explains how petro
dollars are being used to grow an extremely intolerant form of political Islam in her native
Egypt and elsewhere.
(In twenty years there will be enough Muslim voters in Canada, Australia, the U.S. And
Britain To elect the heads of Government by themselves! Rest assured they will do
so... You can look at how they have taken over several towns in the USA .. Dearborn
Mich. Is one and there are others....) ( Britain has several cities now totally controlled
by Muslims)
I think everyone in Canada, Australia, the U.S. And Great Britain Should be required to read
this, but with the ACLU, there is no way this will be widely publicized, unless each of us
sends it on!
Muslims have armies that are willing to shed blood in the name of Islam... The “peaceful”
Muslims support the warriors with their finances and their own kind of patriotism to their
religion. While Canada, Australia, the U.S.A. and Britain are getting rid of Christianity &
erasing God from all public sites the Muslims are planning a great jihad on North America,

Australia and Britain....
Canada: Firefighter dies after Muslim attempts to behead him "without provocation" in
Toronto Cafe
Aside from being a firefighter in Markham, Mr. Parker also worked as a freelance set
designer and had just finished shooting a Christmas commercial Friday night around 8 p.m.
that night.
Later he decided to stop by Rotana Café first, where he knows the owner. It was while sitting
on a couch sipping tea that Mr. Parker was stabbed repeatedly in the head by a stranger.
“Police are calling it a completely random act of violence,” (Comment: Instead of a
preplanned Islamic Jihad hate crime!!!)
It’s unclear how many times Mr. Parker was stabbed but his most serious injury was a
knife wound that went through the back of his head and through his brain.
Doctors surgically removed part of Mr. Parker’s skull to relieve some pressure but his wounds
proved too grave.
Nabil Hurhuy, 23, was arrested in Scarborough Saturday afternoon and charged with firstdegree murder...
At the age of 40, Mr. Parker decided to fulfill his life-long dream of becoming a
firefighter and signed up with the Markham Fire and Emergency Services.
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/chat/3068818/posts
Jihadist On “Mission From Allah” Paints Face In Oakland Raiders Colors & Fatally
Stabs Store Clerk 17 Times In California
August 8, 2013 by Dean Garrison--A man walks into a hardware store and fatally stabs a
clerk 17 times all in the name of Allah. Does anyone else get tired of these stories? This did
not happen in Egypt. This happened in California. Yet you will not be reading much about this
from the mainstream media.
Contra Costa Times reports:
A 34-year-old Sacramento man who went to an El Sobrante hardware store on a “mission
from Allah to help people” before fatally stabbing an employee 17 times was arraigned on
murder charges Tuesday, prosecutors say.
Daymond Agnew, charged with murder with use of a knife in Sunday’s slaying of 49-year-old
Daniel Stone, at Oliver’s Ace Hardware.
According to witnesses, surveillance video and the defendant’s own account, Agnew went to
the store and walked up to Stone and a customer as they were discussing a paint purchase.
After Stone told Agnew that he would help the customer on his own, Agnew used the store’s
spray paint to paint his face in Oakland Raiders’ silver and black because he said the football
team is “in favor with Allah,”.
Agnew stabbed Stone at least once in the store after Stone told colleagues to call 911, Knox
said. Agnew allegedly stabbed Stone many more times outside the store before running
to a nearby creek.
Absolutely bizarre. What do the Oakland Raiders have to do with jihad? There is no doubt
that the “religion of piece” is creating some of the most criminally insane minds of our
generation.
America needs to have some candid discussion about Islamists. They cannot co-exist here.
Just once I would like to see one of these hate crimes treated with the same media hype as
the Martin-Zimmerman case.
If the mainstream media will not report these hate crimes then someone has to.

Agnew’s family noted that he had recently converted to Islam. People need to understand
that it is not always about years of conditioning. The truth is that bad people tend to convert
to Islam simply to have an excuse for their bad behaviors.
Angry young men are attracted to “the religion of peace” and don’t think they are not.
How many people have to suffer horrific deaths before America starts talking about this
issue? It will be a lot more as long as we have a president who is on his own personal jihad.
If a Christian would have done this on a “mission from God” this would certainly be
national news.
Read more: http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/08/jihadist-daymond-agnew-on-mission-fromallah-paints-face-in-oakland-raiders-colors-fatally-stabs-store-clerk-17times/#ixzz2bcBFEz1H
Al Qaeda Leader: Bleed America Through New Attacks
Al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahri has urged small-scale attacks inside the United States to
"bleed America economically," adding that he hoped eventually to see a more significant
strike, according to the Search for International Terrorist Entities (SITE) Intelligence Group
monitoring service.
In an audio speech released online a day after the 12th anniversary of the 9/11 strikes,
Zawahri said attacks "by one brother or a few of the brothers" would weaken the U.S.
economy by triggering big spending on security.
"We should bleed America economically by provoking it to continue in its massive
expenditure on its security, for the weak point of America is its economy, which has already
begun to stagger due to the military and security expenditure," he said.
At the same time, he told Muslims to seize any opportunity to land "a large strike" on the
United States, even if this took years of patience.
More
Scores Are Killed by Suicide Bomb Attack at Historic Church in Pakistan
PESHAWAR, Pakistan — A suicide attack on a historic church in northwestern Pakistan
killed at least 78 people on Sunday (including 34 women and 7 children) in one of the
deadliest attacks on the Christian minority in Pakistan in years. More than 100 people had
been wounded & 37 of those were children.
The attack occurred as worshipers left All Saints Church in the old quarter of the regional
capital, Peshawar, after a service on Sunday morning. Up to 600 people had attended and
were leaving to receive free food being distributed on the lawn outside when two explosions
ripped through the crowd.
Witnesses reported scenes of mayhem as rescue workers ferried victims from the
church, which was scattered with body parts, shrapnel and bloodied clothing.
Evidence collected from the church confirmed that two suicide bombers had carried out the
attack. “Each bomber carried six kilograms of explosives,” he said.
In March, a Muslim mob swarmed through a Christian neighborhood in the eastern city of
Lahore, burning two churches and more than 100 houses. Christians also frequently find
themselves accused of blasphemy under Pakistan’s strict blasphemy laws.
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/23/world/asia/pakistan-churchbombing.html?_r=1&&pagewanted=print
Faces of Death--SYRIA: Obama-backed FSA ‘rebels’ storm Christian holy sites,
warning Christians to “convert or be beheaded”

Rebel forces led by al Qaeda-linked jihadists reportedly captured the Christian village
of Maaloula, situated in the mountains just north of Damascus.
Witness say Islamists burned churches and attacked homes, forcing hundreds of
Syrian Christians to flee. Rebel forces reportedly entered the village last Wednesday after
breaking through government roadblocks
The mandate to Christians by the rebels, linked to al-Qaida, is based on the
Quran. “The Christian residents were offered four choices: 1. renounce the ‘idolatry’ of
Christianity and convert to Islam; 2. pay a heavy tribute to the Muslims for the privilege
of keeping their heads and their Christian faith (this tribute is known as jizya); 3. be
killed; 4. flee for their lives, leaving all their belongings behind.” Some Christians
“were killed, some fled, some tried to pay the jizya and found it too heavy a burden to
bear after the rebels kept increasing the amount they had to pay, and some were
unable to flee or pay, so they converted to Islam to save themselves.”
!!!!Warning Beyond Graphic Image!!!!:
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2013/09/14/syria-obama-backed-fsa-rebels-storm-chrisitanholy-sites-warning-christians-to-convert-or-be-beheaded
Obama Silent On Syrian Rebels Forcing Christians To Convert To Islam
Terrified Christians claim Syrian rebels ordered them to convert to Islam on pain of
death when they ‘liberated’ their ancient village. Opposition forces, including fighters
linked to Al Qaeda, gained temporary control of the Christian village of Maaloula after
fighting with regime forces.
One Maaloula resident said the rebels, many of whom had beards and shouted ‘Allahu
Akbar’ (God is great), attacked Christian homes and churches shortly after moving into
the village.
‘They shot and killed people. I heard gunshots and then I saw three bodies lying in the
middle of a street in the old quarters of the village. Where is President Obama to see
what has befallen us?’
Another Christian resident said: ‘I saw the militants grabbing five villagers and
threatening them and saying, “Either you convert to Islam, or you will be
beheaded”.’ Another said one church had been torched, and gunmen stormed into two
other churches and robbed them.
Video: Obama-Backed Rebels Seize Bibles, Food Aid
A new video out of Syria shows piles of bibles and food aid seized by opposition rebels,
another reminder that militants who are being supported by the Obama administration are
hostile to the country’s Christian community.
The clip shows a member of a militant group that has been responsible for terrorist
attacks and other atrocities picking up the bibles which are translated into Arabic
before stating, “A large quantity of evangelization and christianization books have
fallen into the hands of the Mujahideen of the Islamic State [of Iraq and Syria]…. The
Holy Bible.”
The sign at the top left of the video frame reads, “There are things even more
dangerous than chemical weapons – beware the preaching campaigns.”
Comment: That is right, dangerous to Satan’s agenda which the Islamic butchers will
die to fulfill!!!
“They exploit the need of the Syrian people, to spread the Christian thought,” the man
states, adding, “They’re distributing it with swine meat products….they fool the
gullible children with it.”

“Really large quantities of evangelization and Christianization books, brought by Western
organizations, exploiting the need of the Syrian citizens,” he adds before reading out the
message written on the sign, “Oh nation of Mohammad Wake Up! There are things even
more dangerous than chemical weapons. Beware the preaching campaigns.”
The seizure of food merely because it contains pork is particularly galling given the
fact that more than 4 million Syrians have been displaced and many of them are
desperate for food amidst skyrocketing prices.
Precious Little Girl Dismembered While She Is Still Alive By Obama’s Psychotic Syrian
Rebels
According to Mother Agnes, a catholic nun, who has been living in Syria for 20 years
and has been reporting actively on what has been going on in the war-ravaged
country.
In fact, rather than blaming the Syrian government for terrorist atrocities taking place
across Syria, Mother Agnes blames the Obama-backed Syrian Rebels and claims that
the atrocities being carried out by them far outweigh any type of actions taken by
Assad-backed Syrian government forces, including dismembering a live young Syrian
girl.
RT: Do you know anything about the fate of hostages captured in Latakia?
MA: In the village of Estreba they massacred all the residents and burnt down their
houses. In the village of al-Khratta almost all the 37 locals were killed. Only ten people
were able to escape.
A total of twelve Alawite villages were subjected to this horrendous attack. That was a
true slaughterhouse. People were mutilated and beheaded. There is even a video that
shows a girl being dismembered alive – alive! – by a frame saw. The final death toll
exceeded 400, with 150 to 200 people taken hostage. Later some of the hostages were
killed, their deaths filmed. Should the United States be allied with radical Islamic
jihadists that dismember little girls while they are still alive? That question sounds
ridiculously absurd, but that is precisely what Barack Obama is proposing. Obama
wants the United States to go to war so that it will be easier for al-Qaeda Christian
killers to take over Syria.
Read more at: http://investmentwatchblog.com/precious-little-girl-dismembered-whileshe-is-still-alive-by-obamas-psychotic-syrian-rebels/#mfUvsHqxGeXd3Kki.99
Convert To Islam Or Die - Obama's Rebels: Is THIS What's Coming To America?
Barack Obama’s Free Syrian Army rebels made a shocking announcement to
Christians in the country of Syria, convert to Islam or be beheaded. While Barack
Obama and certain members of the US government continue to back strikes upon the
govt of Syria if they do not hand over their chemical weapons, I don’t know about the
rest of America, but THIS crosses my red line and a call to Obama at 202-456-1111 and
Congress for backing the rebels who are doing this practice are in order today. Barack
Obama supports beheading children? The Barack Obama backed terrorists in Syria
are beheading for religion, not for revolution. Is THIS what’s coming to America? No
wonder they bought all the guillotines. (Once called conspiracy theory, we’ve seen that
what was once called conspiracy theory is now known fact.)
Obama: The Second Amendment Only Applies to Al-Qaeda
September 17, 2013--President Barack Obama accelerated firearm shipments to al-Qaeda
on the very same day he demanded more gun control in the wake of the D.C. Navy shooting.

Obama waived a provision in federal law specifically
designed to keep the U.S. government from supplying
firearms to terrorists such as al-Qaeda, according to the
Washington Examiner.
Citing his authority under the Arms Export Control Act, the
president declared Monday that he would “waive the
prohibitions in sections 40 and 40A of the AECA related to
such a transaction.”
No longer will Obama need to rely on the CIA to give
free guns to Islamic extremists in Syria; now he will
make the transfers openly with this “transparent
government” initiative.
On the same day as his overt approval for arms to alQaeda, Obama announced that he is drafting executive orders for more gun control.
“We have gone about implementing the executive actions that were part of the
president’s plan to take action to reduce gun violence,” White House press secretary Jay
Carney said after the Navy Yard shooting.
In essence, Obama will act on his own to force firearm restrictions onto the American
people and if Congress would like to join him later, they are welcome to do so.
He already has allies in Congress drooling to disarm law-abiding citizens.
“When will enough be enough?” Sen. Diane Feinstein (D-Cali.) asked. “Congress must stop
shirking its responsibility and resume a thoughtful debate on gun violence in this country.”
“We must do more to stop this endless loss of life.”
Yet contrary to that statement, Feinstein approves of Obama’s plan for war in Syria,
which would place the U.S. military on the side of the Al-Qaeda rebels who are
beheading Syrian Christians with cinder blocks and machetes.
Obama is not content with the rebels only being armed with knives, however, as his
administration prepares to further arm terrorists with automatic weapons which he
does not believe law-abiding citizens should own.
Federal agencies are already drying up gun supplies in America with massive firearm
and ammunition purchases which drive private gun owners out of the market.
This is essentially back-door gun control.
In a recent purchase, the Department of Defense bought millions of rounds of Soviet
7.62x39mm ammo and nearly 600,000 AK-47 magazines.
AK-47s, which are chambered for the 7.62x39mm round, are commonly used by
American gun owners but not the American military.
They are also used regularly by al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups around the world.
In his “effort” to reduce violence, Obama is arming Al-Qaeda extremists while
disarming peaceful Americans.
Islamic Terror Groups Are Killing Christians All Over The World & Obama Wants Us To
Ally With Them
The largest Muslim Brotherhood-Hamas front group in America is the Council on AmericanIslamic Relations (CAIR). After three years of litigation in federal court in Washington,
D.C., AFLC has uncovered facts demonstrating that CAIR has been running a global
criminal money laundering operation out of the nation's capitol.
The money laundering scheme was discovered in the course of legal discovery in unrelated
federal litigation arising out of allegations by five of CAIR's former clients that CAIR
defrauded them by failing to provide the legal services they had been
promised. (See here for the latest update in that case).

While CAIR bills itself as the nation's largest Muslim civil rights organization, it has been
named by the U.S. Department of Justice in federal litigation as a Muslim BrotherhoodHamas front group and an unindicted co-conspirator in the Holy Land Foundation criminal
trial, the nation's largest terrorism finance prosecution to date, resulting in convictions in 2008
for all five leaders of the terrorist financing ring operating as the Holy Land Foundation
Muslim charity. Prison sentences ranged from 20 years to 65 years.
In the midst of gathering evidence, AFLC discovered a massive criminal money
laundering organization run out of CAIR's D.C. offices. The scheme was created in
2005 by CAIR, which at the time was an IRS-approved 501(c)(4) lobbying organization.
CAIR's problem was that as a registered lobbying group it had to report to the IRS the
source of funds received over $5,000. The specific problem was that CAIR was
receiving millions of dollars from oil-rich Gulf Arabs, the same sources who were also
financing the Muslim Brotherhood to prepare for the "Arab Spring" and even Al Qaeda
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. CAIR's expensive headquarters in the nation's
capitol was financed with a one million dollar grant from a Saudi Arabian bank. At one
point, CAIR even sought one million dollars from Libya's now dead, Moamar Ghaddafi,
in an effort to distribute to Muslim Americans Qurans with an Islamist translation and
commentary together with Muslim Brotherhood literature.
To avoid reporting these millions of dollars from the dubious Islamist sources and to avoid
registering as an agent for a foreign sovereign as required by federal law, CAIR created a
separate company called CAIR-Foundation, Inc., to serve as an IRS-approved 501(c)(3)
charitable organization.
The result is that CAIR now receives millions of dollars from foreign Islamist sources
every year, but only has to report the amounts of its income and not its sources. CAIR
then transfers these monies to CAIR Foundation as loans or grants, and CAIR
Foundation then only has to report its source as CAIR. The result is a criminal money
laundering operation that allows CAIR to funnel millions of dollars from dubious
foreign sources into a lobbying group fronting as a charity without the legally required
disclosure of sources.
CAIR's criminal financial operations raise a whole host of questions the IRS and the
Department of Justice should be investigating. The obvious question to be asked now is
whether the IRS can get past its politically-motivated witch hunt of the Tea Party and
whether the Department of Justice will finally prosecute CAIR and its founders for their
direct and indirect involvement in the material support of terrorism.
Read more: http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/09/muslim-brotherhood-hamas-front-group-cairmoney-laundering-us-capital/#ixzz2focbpHM9
Obama's Congress Opens With Muslim Imam's Prayer To Allah ...
“The sweetest sound I know is the Muslim call to prayer” – Barack Hussein Obama
On July 31, 2013, Imam Talib Shareef of Masjid Muhammad in Washington, D.C.,
opened a session of the United States Congress with a prayer on Capitol Hill. This is
the America that Obama has been working so hard to create.
This is the mission statement of the mosque where Talib Shareef is from:
“To be a model, productive, involved Islamic community, noticeably contributing to the
growth, solutions, and betterment of D.C. and the National Capitol Region, with
establishments in religion, education and training, health and human services, housing for
general and senior member care, neighborhood excellence, etc., embracive of all people, as
a community that G-d established, exemplifying the universal teachings and life example
of Prophet Mohammed (Comment: Mainly His Sick Perverted example of Pedophilia by

marrying Aisha at the age of 6 and raping her at 9) (SAW), as taught by Imam W. Deen
Mohammed (RA).”
Play the Video: http://vimeo.com/71847226
Coming Soon: America's Own Islamic No-Go Zones
WND Bob Unruh--Coming soon to dozens of locations across the United States: America’s
own “no-go” zones where Muslims install their own courts, government, justice and
punishment, much like the zones that already exist across the European Union.
That’s according to Martin Mawyer of the Christian Action Network.
His organization has been so strong in its opposition to radical Muslim expansion in the U.S.,
he’s been targeted in a $30 million defamation lawsuit by a group called ‘Muslims of the
Americas’, founded by Pakistan Sheik Mubarak Ali Gilani.
The claims are that Muslims of the Americas was damaged by CAN’s publication of the
book “Twilight in America: The Untold Story of Islamist Terrorist Training Camps
Inside America.”
The book accuses Muslims of the Americas of “acting as a front for the radical Islamist
group Jamaat al-Fuqra.”
Mawyer recently told Fox News that the leaders of the Muslim organization “feel they have to
defend themselves to their own members,” because he would have expected the case to be
dropped. It is based on the claims of a former New York informant who posed as a member
of the Muslims group and alleged it was involved in “street crimes, drugs, brothels,
unemployment fraud and other offenses.”
There is no question that terror training camps exist across the U.S. According to a
documentary, “Homegrown Jihad: The Terrorist Camps Around the U.S.,” there are nearly
three dozen Islamist terrorist training compounds operating under the name Muslims of the
Americas. The documentary states: “Under the leadership of a radical Pakistani cleric, Sheik
Mubarak Gilani, Muslims of the Americas has thousands of devoted followers who are being
groomed for homegrown jihad.”
Get your own copy of “Homegrown Jihad: The Terrorist Camps Around the U.S.”.
The project by CAN “exposes these dangerous terrorist compounds and reveals for the
first time a secret training tape in which American Muslims are recruited to join one of
the most advanced training courses in Islamic military warfare … right here in
America.”
Training includes instructions in “explosives, kidnapping, murder, firing weapons and
guerrilla warfare,” the documentary explains.
Mawyer told WND he now has learned that the Muslim organization is attempting to model
the previously secretive training camps after the European “no-go” zones.
Across the EU, there are enclaves where Muslims make up almost 100 percent of the
population. They have been known to set up Shariah religious-law courts alongside secular
court systems. They exert control over every facet of life, up to and including applying Islamic
limits to what people do, say, wear and believe.
“What they’re trying to do is step up from the training camp, the secretive, plotting location …
and become their own state within a state,” he told WND.
Law enforcement often even is afraid to enter such zones, he noted.
Then, he said, they want to “connect the dots” and link all of the “no-go” zones
together.
Dearborn, Mich., where hundreds of thousands of Muslims have settled, is an example, he
said. There, city and police officials have been sued in many cases that allege discrimination
against Muslims effectively by applying Shariah law.

WND’s own reporting on the issue has revealed some surprising elements in America.
The report said Jamaat ul-Fuqra, known in the U.S. as Muslims of the Americas, owns or is
leasing hundreds of acres of property from New York to California in which the leader boasts
of conducting “the most advanced training courses in Islamic military warfare.”
In a captured recruitment video he states in English: “We are fighting to destroy the
enemy.
The recruitment video shows American converts to Islam being instructed in the
operation of AK-47 rifles, rocket launchers and machine guns and C4 explosives. It
provides instruction in how to kidnap Americans, kill them and how to conduct
sabotage and subversive operations.
Jamaat ul-Fuqra’s attacks on American soil range from bombings to murder to plots to blow
up U.S. landmarks. A 2006 Department of Justice report states Jamaat ul-Fuqra “has more
than 35 suspected communes and more than 3,000 members spread across the United
States, all in support of one goal: the purification of Islam through violence.” In 2005, the
Department of Homeland Security predicted the group would continue to carry out attacks in
the U.S. Comment: And yet the government just continues to look the other way and
actually help and empower these demon possessed devils to just keep carrying out
their agenda!!!!
Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl was attempting to interview Jamaat ul-Fuqra’s
leader in 2002 when he was kidnapped and later beheaded. One year later, Iyman Faris,
member of both Jamaat ul-Fuqra and al-Qaida, pleaded guilty in federal court to a plot to
blow up the Brooklyn Bridge.
http://www.wnd.com/2013/07/coming-soon-americas-own-islamic-no-go-zones/

